TEST
Organic dish cloth is supreme
Sponge cloths absorb efficiently but with limited durability, shows the test of six different dish cloths in Politiken.

“It collects and absorbs more than the other cloths
and they are really good at cleaning dry surfaces. I like
to use them myself and I can see why they are popular
in many homes.”
The classic white dish cloth of knitted cotton seems
durable but meets resistance from the household
expert, who does not like to clean with a big, wet lump
of a cloth in her hand. And the woven variant mixed
with 20 % artificial fibers does not absorb effectively
enough, according to the judges.

By Helle Sindal / Politiken
At first glance, the grey and white cotton cloth looks
bashful. However, the judges in this dish cloth test by
Politiken, are positively sure and agree: the organic cotton dish cloth from The Organic Company is supremely
the best out of the six cloths in the test.
The cloth has a good size and it can absorb a lot
of liquid, and the fabric’s uneven texture is effective
against dirt sticking to kitchen surfaces, highlights the
household expert Ann-Alicia Thunbo Ilskov, and food
engineer and hygiene expert Michael René.
They describe the cloth as “great looking”, “nice”
and “an ideal gift idea” - rare phrases when it comes to
describing a dish cloth.
The winner cloth is still intact and ready for more after
testing in the home of judge Michael René, and that is
a sign that the durability is good. Several of the other
cloths are in a sad state after a short period of use:
“I have stress tested the cloths with polish tasks,
where they were twisted, dragged, and stretched,” he
explains, and points to a pile of torn pieces of former
cloths.
The sponge cloths from Maistic and Vileda, and the
classical pink all-purpose cloth for 1,30 Euros a package with 10 pieces, all failed the stress test.
“The absorbency is good and they dry up fast, but
they are fragile and do not last long,” Michael René
summarizes. He has also tested whether the thin yellow sponge cloth from Vileda can absorb 200 milliliter
as it promises on the package. It can.
If you’re not stressing the cloths as much, the
all-purpose cloth has some clear advantages, explains
Ann-Alicia Thunbo Ilskov:

Dish cloths without micro plastics
Dish cloths without micro plastics have become more
and more popular in the last few years. Some people
resort to home knitted cloths, while others choose cloths from cotton, cellulose, or other materials that does
not pollute the environment with plastic.
For a while, dish cloths with micro plastic were considered the true big micro plastic villain, but studies have
shown, that degraded plastic products and our use of
plastic in many other circumstances deliver more micro
plastic than dish cloths.
If you want to avoid micro plastic you should stay
clear of the cheap pastel colored all-purpose cloths,
that contain 20 % micro plastic which is washed out
during use.
The best you can do is to use cloths of organic cotton, either woven or home-knitted. Alternatively, you
can buy dish cloths stating “without micro plastic”. That
is the best dish cloth advice from the organization Plastic Change, who work for an environment with plastic
pollution.
“Many choose to recycle old towels and other cotton
textiles and cut them up in a suitable size, so they can
be used as cloths. That reduces our consumption, so
it is a win-win,” says Henrik Beha Pedersen, founder of
and CEO in Plastic Change.
Change every day
Change your dish cloth every day, is an old mantra from
experts in households and hygiene. This advice is probably not followed in every household in Denmark, but
the two judges have no doubt.

“Yes, I change my dish cloth every day. And I rinse
it in hot water and let it hang to dry after every use. I
hang it over the edge of a bucket under the sink,” says
Ann-Alicia Thunbo Ilskov.
Bacteria multiply fast in moisture, so a wet and dirty
dish cloth can quickly turn into a bacterial bomb. The
faster the cloth dries, the fewer bacteria can frolic in
your dish cloth.
“I have piles of clean cloths lying close by the sink.
So it is not hard to change the cloth every day or several
times a day, if needed. It’s an easy everyday routine,”
explains Michael René.
He reminds us all that dish cloths should be washed
at minimum 60 degrees Celsius to kill all bacteria – and
minimum 80 degrees Celsius if it has been in contact
with raw meat or blood.

This is how we did
Politiken requested two judges to test 6 different dish
cloths.
Ann-Alicia Thunbo Ilskov: Household expert and
Cand. Mag. in media science. Previously, nanny with
the Royal family. Founder of the website husmoderen.
dk.
Michael René: Food engineer and hygiene expert.
Lector at University College Copenhagen. Blogging on
hygiene and cleaning on the website Pletvæk.dk.
The judges were asked to use the cloths in their households during some weeks. Among other topics, they
were asked to evaluate the size of the cloths, the material, their ability to absorb and dry off surfaces, and
behavior during wash. Each cloth received a score between 1 and 6, where 6 is the best score. The scores are
rounded averages of the judges’ evaluations. In cases
where more products have received the same score,
the products are listed in the sequence with the cheapest product first.

